
Team member starts a thread in the team 
forums, with description about the change

Developer attaches a *.patch file and a binary of the change
– (for Skinchanges only xml’s/media files required)

Also creates a poll in the thread if the change should be 
done and for which version of MP

Team discusses best way to solve the 
proposal and for which version of MP

No code
available

Team reviews the code 
and tests the binaries

Developer attaches a *.patch file and a binary of the change  –
(for Skinchanges only xml’s/media files required)

Also creates a poll in the thread where team members can 
vote if the change should be done and for which version of MP

The change has an effect on enduser experience

Change is purely technical - no visible effect on enduser experience

Developer/Skinner creates a mantis issue 
targeted for next release

(in case of Bugreports where issue is 
allready present, the issue gets updated)

Developer/Skinner 
commits code to svn

Test Group test 
svn build

Developer/Skinner creates a mantis issue 
targeted for the planed release

(in case of Bugreports where issue is 
allready present, the issue gets updated)

Waiting until code for planed release is 
allowed to be commited

Developers vote All team members 
vote

Change will 
be done for next 

release

Change will 
be done for later 

release

Developer/Skinner creates a new issue in Docs 
mantis, describing the changed/new funtionality

Change requires 
manual update

Doc Group member assigns issue to 
him and does the change

Developer/Skinner reviews 
the change in the manual

Change is 
okay Developer/Skinner 

updates the mantis issue

Change 
not okay

Doc Group performes the 
changes to the manual

No problems

Test Group 
updates the 
mantis issue

Problems 
found

Test Group adds issue to mantis
targeted to next release

Developer/Skinner 
assigns issue to him

Major/risky 
codechange

change is 
not risky

Team member reports 
issue in team forums

Team members try to 
reproduce the issue

Not reproduceable

Team members tell that issue 
can not be reproduced

request more infos

Team members tell that issue 
is not caused by MediaPortal

Issue not caused 
by MP

Issue 
confirmed

Developer/Skinner sets 
thread to „evaluating“

and reviews code

Developer(s)/Skinner(s) 
conclude that change 

will be done

Code
available

User reports issue in 
Bugreport/Support 

forums

Set thread status to
„no bug“

Test Group closes 
mantis entry

Developer/Skinner closes 
the mantis issue

Developer(s)/Skinner(s)
conclude that change wont be done

Change wont 
be done

User encounters 
problem

Team member 
encounters 

problem

Community Patch for:
New feature
Rework/Bugfix
Useability enhancements
Skinchange

Team member has Idea for:
New feature
Rework/Bugfix
Useability enhancement
Skinchange

Team member picks up:
A improvement suggestion from team
A improvement suggestion from community

Evaluate risks


